"CHINPOKO MON"
INT. CARTMAN'S HOUSE - LIVING ROOM - DAY
Cartman is on the couch, watching television and eating
KITTY
Meow.
CARTMAN
No, kitty these are MY spicy hot
Louisiana baked chicken tenders! NO
KITTY!
ANGLE - TELEVISION
Cartman is watching a Japanese Animated Show called 'Chinpoko
Mon'. A teen kid who looks like the main kid from Pokemon is
on the screen with several little CHINPOKO MON creatures;
small animals that have special powers.
TARO
Someday I will collect all the Chinpoko
Mon then I will fight the evil power that
will reveal itself once all the Chinpoko
Mon are collected, oh?
Cartman tries to mimic the show. He suddenly makes his eyes
look like Taros and talks with a flapping Japanese animation
style mouth.
CARTMAN
No kitty you can't have these chicken
tenders because they are mine and I keep
mine to myself, oh?
ANNOUNCER
Be sure to tune in tomorrow for another
inexplicable episode of CHINPOKO MON!!!
CARTMAN
Hooray!
Cartman hops down from the couch, but suddenly, a commercial
starts.
COMMERICAL
Hey, kids, do you love Chinpoko Mon?!
CARTMAN
(Freezing in his tracks)
Yes.
COMMERICAL
Well now you can buy your very OWN!

The commercial starts to show kids playing with Chinpoko Mon
dolls, as a ROCK SONG starts playing.
SINGER
I'VE GOT TO BUY CHINPOKO MON!!
I'VE GOT TO BUY IT, GOT TO BUY IT!!!
The commercial shows several different Chinpoko Mon. They are
little animals, about the size of Cartman's hand, that look
very Japanese, and take on different shapes.
COMMERICAL
Now YOU can collect them all! Furry Cat!
Donkeytron! Pen-gin! Shoe! Lambtor!
Collect them all and YOU can become Royal
Crown Chinpoko Master!
CARTMAN
Royal Crown Chinpoko Master?! Holy shiCOMMERICAL
All the chinpoko mon are in stores NOW!
NARRATOR
Chinpoko Mon is super you love toy number
one!!!
SINGER
GOT TO BUY IT! Chinpoko MON!!
Cartman tosses his plate aside and RUNS to the kitchen.
CARTMAN
MOM!! MOM!!!
INT. CARTMAN'S HOUSE - KITCHEN - DAY
WIDE SHOT of the kitchen. Mom is standing with her back to
us, at the counter.
Cartman comes running in, and immediately starts running
circles around his mother.
CARTMAN
MOM!! SERIOUSLY!!! SERIOUSLY!! TOY
STORE!! NOW!!! MUST GO!!! TOY STORE!!!!
CARTMAN'S MOTHER
Eric, calm down!!!
Cartman's mom kneels down and grabs her son by the back of
the coat. His little legs keep running.
CARTMAN
SERIOUSLY!!! MOM!!!! MUST GO!!! MUST
BUY!!!

CARTMAN'S MOTHER
What is it, Eric?
Finally, Cartman calms down, he tries to catch his breath as
he turns to his mother.
CARTMAN
(Panting)
Mom -- I've only just heard -- They're
making Chinpoko Mon dolls, mom. You can
collect them all!! You can collect them
all, mother. Quick we must get to the toy
store.
CARTMAN'S MOTHER
I'm making us some lunch right now, Eric.
Suddenly, Cartman completely changes. He is no longer out of
breath.
CARTMAN
(Whining softly)
But mo-om! I have to get a chinpoko Mon
doll before anybody does because then
I'll be coool!
CARTMAN'S MOTHER
Can't it wait til tomorrow, hon?
CARTMAN
(Whining loudly)
But Mo-OM! I have to get one first or
else people won't think I'm coooool!!!
CARTMAN'S MOTHER
Alright, let's go.
CARTMAN
Sweet.
EXT. TOY STORE - DAY
A medium sized toy store just off the road. A large banner in
the window says 'Yes! We have Chinpoko Mon!'
Cartman and his mom walk up to the door.
CARTMAN
Everybody's gonna be SO JEALOUS when they
see my Chinpoko Mon!!!
INT. TOY STORE - DAY
Cartman walks into the toy store with his mom and seesThe toy store is an absolute zoo. Kids are running all around
pulling all chinpoko mon items off the shelf. Everyone has

come to get Chinpoko Mon toys.
CARTMAN
Aw, God DAMMIT!
In the middle of the Toy Store is a large plastic Chinpoko
Mon surrounded by several of the toys.
Cartman walks into the middle of them.
STAN
Hey fat ass.
CARTMAN
Hey dickhole, I guess you saw the
commercial too.
STAN
Yup! I got Roo-STOR, LAMtron AND Shoe!
CARTMAN
Well, that's nice but I'M gonna get a PEN
GIN, he's the coolest...
Cartman walks over to a barrel that should contain PINGIN
Chinpoko Mon's (It says PENGIN! on the side of the barrel)
But the barrel is empty.
CARTMAN
GOD DAMMIT THERE'S NO MORE PENGINS!!!!
Kenny walks up holding a pingin.
CARTMAN
Kenny, Pengin is my favorite, that's the
last one, let me have it.
KENNY
Mph mph.
Cartman grabs the pengin, but Kenny won't let go of it.
Cartman holds strong and starts to whine.
CARTMAN
Ma... Maaaa... Kenny, Lemme have it...
Ma.. Maaa! Gimme the PENGIN! Maaa!!
The mothers, meanwhile are standing together near the Toy
Store Cashier.
STAN'S MOTHER
Honestly, I don't see what they find so
amusing about those things.
CARTMAN'S MOTHER
They're so strange... Where are they
from?

TOY STORE CASHIER
It's some new big thing from Japan. I'll
tell ya, those Japanese really know how
to market to kids.
A monitor plays a Japanese animated clip of the Japanese kid,
Taro, from the TV show.
TARO
I've got to collect ALL chinpoko Mon!
I've got to collect them all so I can
become Royal Crown Chinpoko Master, Ah!
NARRATOR
Buy all Chinpoko Mon and you will have
happy feelings!!!
The video quickly rewinds, then plays again.
TARO
I have to become Royal Crown Chinpoko
Master!
HIGH ANGLE - looking down on the children's blank faces as
they look up at the monitor.
KIDS
(Together, tranced)
Must collect Chinpoko Mon.
EXT. BUSSTOP - DAY
Stan, Cartman and Kenny are standing at the busstop with
their Chinpoko Mon. Cartman has a big mouse looking thing,
and Kenny a mechanical rooster.
CARTMAN
Okay, Kenny, I'll trade you my Chu-Chu
Nezumi for your Pengin.
KENNY
(Fuck you)
Mph rm!
CARTMAN
God dammit, you're supposed to trade you
little asshole! GIMME PENGIN!!!
Kyle walks up, holding a small, soldier doll.
KYLE
Hey, dudes. What are those?
The boys look shocked.
STAN

What are THESE?! They're Chinpoko Mon!
KYLE
Huh?
CARTMAN
You... don't appear to have any chinpoko
mon...
KYLE
No, but look, I just got this sweet
Cyborg Bill Doll.
CARTMAN
Oh, please! Cyborg Bill is SO yesterday.
STAN
Yeah, like ancient history.
Kyle looks shocked.
KYLE
Cyborg Bill isn't cool anymore?!
STAN
No, dude.
CARTMAN
Cyborg Bill hasn't been cool for a long
time.
KYLE
WHY THE HELL DON'T PEOPLE TELL ME THESE
THINGS?!
CARTMAN
It's all Chinpoko Mon now.
STAN
Dude, if you collect chinpoko mon you can
complete the primary main objective!
KYLE
What's the primary main objective?
CARTMAN
(Rolling his eyes)
You don't even know what the primary main
objective is?!
STAN
The Primary Main objective is destroy the
evil power!
KYLE
What's the evil power?

STAN
Uh!
CARTMAN
(Incredulous)
Oh my God...
(Takes a deep breath)
The identity of the evil power won't be
revealed until all Chinpoko Mon are
collected by a Royal Crown Chinpoko
Master!
KYLE
What?
CARTMAN
DUHHH!!!
STAN
Get with the times, dude, God.
CARTMAN
DUHHHH!!!
The boys all walk away leaving Kyle behind.
Kyle sulks.
KYLE
Shit!
INT. KYLE'S HOUSE - DAY
Kyle walks up to his parents, who are sitting down on the
couch with Ike.
KYLE
Mom, Dad, can I have money to buy
Chinpoko Mon?
KYLE'S MOTHER
What's a Chinpoko Mon?
KYLE
I'm not sure.
Mom and dad look at each other.
KYLE'S MOTHER
Well, why do you need one?
KYLE
I don't know.
The parents stare at each other longer.
KYLE'S MOTHER

Well, then the answer is no, Kyle. You
just got money to buy your Cyborg Bill
doll.
KYLE
Yeah but Cyborg Bill is totally gay now.
Please, mom! Everybody ELSE has Chinpoko
Mon!
KYLE'S FATHER
Well, Kyle, that's not reason to buy
something.
IKE
Yeah, Kyle.
KYLE'S FATHER
You see, son, fads come and go. And this
'Chinpoko Mon' is obviously nothing more
than a fad. You don't HAVE to be a part
of it.
In fact, you can make an even stronger
statement by saying to your peers, 'I'm
not going to be a part of this fad,
because I'm an individual'. Do you
understand?
KYLE
Yes. Yes I do, dad. Now let me tell you
how it works in the real world. In the
real world I can either get a chinpoko
mon, or I can be the only kid without
one, which singles me out, and causes the
other kids to make fun of me and kick my
ass.
KYLE'S FATHER
Hmm, good point. Here's ten dollars.
KYLE
Thanks.
KYLE'S FATHER
Wait, here's twenty, get one for your
brother, too.
IKE
Chinpoko!
EXT. TOY STORE - NIGHT - ESTABLISHING
INT. TOY STORE - NIGHT
The Toy Store owner just finishes ringing up Kyle's Chinpoko
doll and hands it to him.
TOY STORE OWNER

There you go, son. I honestly don't know
what you see in these things.
KYLE
Neither do I.
Kyle walks out the door. The Toy store owner follows him.
TOY STORE OWNER
(To Himself)
Guess I'll call it a night...
The toy store owner closes up the door for the night. He
jiggles his keys as he walks towards the back.
CHINPOKO MON
CHIIINNNPOKO!!! BUY ME! BUY ME!!
The owner stops and looks back at the dark toy store. On a
shelf filled with Chinpoko crap is one of the yellow furry
Chinpokos in a box. For some reason it is going off.
CHINPOKO MON (cont'd)
When will you become Royal Chinpoko
Master?!
The owner walks over to the tall, ominous shelf. He pulls the
broken doll off and stares at it.
It seems to stare back.
After the staring match, the owner finally squeezes the doll.
CHINPOKO MON
CHINPOKO MON! HURRY UP AND BUY ME! BUY
ME!!
He squeezes it again.
CHINPOKO MON
Down with America!
TOY STORE OWNER
What?!
He squeezes it again.
CHINPOKO MON
I love you! Let's be best friends - and
destroy the capitalist American
government!!
Music STING! The store reels back.
TOY STORE OWNER
What the hell is going on here?!

INT. CARTMAN'S HOUSE - DAY
Stan, Cartman and Kenny are on the couch with Nintendo-like
game controllers in their hands. They appear to be playing a
video game together.
The sound of a DOOR opens and closes and in walks Kyle,
looking smug.
KYLE
Hey you guys! Check out my sweet Chinpoko
mon doll!
CARTMAN
Oh please, Chinpoko Mon dolls are SOOO
last week.
KYLE
WHAT?!
STAN
Yeah, dude, don't you know? It's all
about the Chinpoko Mon VIDEO GAME now.
Did you bring your special Chinpoko Mon
game controller?
KYLE
Huh?! No...
CARTMAN
Oh... You didn't GET a special Chinpoko
Mon game controller...Ha ha ha, Jesus
Christ.
The boys all look at each other and roll their eyes. Finally,
they burst out laughing.
Cartman hits start on his controller and the Nintendo comes
to life with a musical sound.
JAPANESE VOICE
CHINPOKO MON!!! WHAT IS PRIMARY
OBJECTIVE?!
BOYS
(Together)
To destroy the evil power!
An image of Taro appears on the screen.
TARO
I've got to buy all the Chinpoko Mon so I
can destroy the evil power- oh?
BOYS
Oh?

KYLE
(Walking out)
DAMMIT!
TARO
I've got to buy them all, so first I
better go to Hawaii and visit Pearl
Harbor.
NARRATOR
Try to bomb the harbor!!! Ready?! GO?!
The boys watch, wide-eyed, trying to keep up.
Suddenly, the boys all start banging on their controllers.
On the screen, there are just a few Chinpoko Mon along with
several bright flashes and a strobing light.
TARO
I MUST BUY THEM ALL! I MUST THEM ALL!
BOYS
WE MUST BUY THEM ALL!!
The lights on the video game get faster and faster, the sound
gets louder and louder.
NARRATOR
Try to bomb the harbour!
Finally, Kenny falls to the floor, shaking and convulsing.
STAN
Dude, the video game gave Kenny a
seizure!
CARTMAN
Coo-ool! This game RULES!
INT. CHINPOKO MON CORPORATION - DAY (MOVED)
In the grand lobby of the Chinpoko Toy Company, the Toy Store
owner walks in, holding a single Chinpoko Mon doll.
The place is huge, but he can't find any employees.
TOY STORE OWNER
Hello?! Hello?!
Suddenly, a camera spins onto the toy store owner, and a
prerecorded, echoing Japanese voice booms throughout the
room.
JAPANESE WOMAN (V.O.)
Welcome to Chinpoko Mon Toy Corporation.
Please state name.

TOY STORE OWNER
Red Harris. I own a toy store in America.
JAPANESE WOMAN (V.O.)
Please state purpose.
TOY STORE OWNER
I want to know what the hell you people
are doing with these dolls talking about
bringing down American government and
all.
Suddenly, A loud mechanical sound echoes through the room.
The Toy Store owner jumps back as an opening in the floor
starts to rise.
Two Japanese Men in suits rise up slowly from the floor in a
concealed elevator.
The elevator stops, and the two men walk over to the Toy
Store Owner.
HIROHITO
I am President Hirohito. And this is Mr.
Ose.
MR. OSE
(Bowing and smiling)
Please to meet you.
HIROHITO
We understand you have big concern about
our fine product.
TOY STORE OWNER
Yes...
The Toy Store owner pulls out the yellow Chinpoko Mon.
TOY STORE OWNER (cont'd)
Do you mind telling me what the hell THIS
IS ABOUT?!
He squeezes the doll.
CHINPOKO MON
'The American Government lies to you!
Join the fight for Japanese supremacy of
the world - more to come'...
Hirohito and Ose look at each other.
The Toy store owner blinks.
Nobody says anything.

TOY STORE OWNER (cont'd)
Well?!
Hirohito thinks for a long time.
MR. OSE
Uhh...
Finally, Hirohito comes up with a reply.
HIROHITO
That is so strange!
Hirohito grabs the doll out of the Toy Store Owner's hand.
HIROHITO (cont'd)
I do not know how this could happen, but
rest assured I will make sure it does not
HAPPEN AGAIN!!
The toy store owner doesn't seem satisfied.
TOY STORE OWNER
Well... Now, come on. I don't think that
quite satisfiesHIROHITO
You are American?
TOY STORE OWNER
Yes...
HIROHITO
Ooh, you must have very big penis.
TOY STORE OWNER
Excuse me? I was just asking you what you
were up to with these toys.
HIROHITO
Nothing, we are a very simple people,
with very small penis. Mr. Ose penis is
especially small.
MR. OSE
(Making 'inch' gesture with his
fingers)
So small!
HIROHITO
We cannot achieve much with so small
penis. But you, Americans, wow penis so
BIG. SO BIG PENIS!
TOY STORE OWNER
(Smiling)

Well, I guess it is a pretty good size.
MR. OSE
(Calling out)
MINASAN! KITTE!
A bunch of Japanese girls walk up behind Hirohito and Ose,
covering their mouths with their hands as they laugh.
HIROHITO
This man has VERY BIG PENIS!
JAPANESE
(Applauding)
Oh!
The Toy Store owner smiles a HUGE smile. He is loving this.
MR. OSE
What an immense penis!
TOY STORE OWNER
Well, it certainly was nice meeting you
folk. I just wanted to bring that little
malfunction to your attention. Bye-bye
now!
HIROHITO
Goodbye! Thank you for stopping by with
your gargantuan penis!
The Toy Store owner, still with a huge, beaming smile, turns
around and walks away happily, humming as he goes.
TOY STORE OWNER
(Hums)
After he is gone, the Japanese all drop their smiles and
become very serious.
The girls drop their heads and solemnly walk away.
MUSIC becomes very serious.
HIROHITO
Dame... Dame da. Dare ga sono chippu o
wasuretta?
MR. OSE
Wa... Wakarimasen, Sachoo San. Mondai
desu ne.
HIROHITO
(Very angry)
Machigaeru hito ga hoshii!!
MR. OSE

(Bowing and leaving quickly)
Hai! Hai! Sacho San.
TRACK IN on Hirohito as EVIL MUSIC SWELLS
EXT. CARTMAN'S HOUSE - NIGHT
Establishing.
INT. CARTMAN'S ROOM - NIGHT
Cartman is lying in his bed, asleep.
CARTMAN
(Singing in his sleep)
I've got to buy chinpoko mon...
I've got to -- buy them -- all...
PAN OVER to Cartman's chinpoko mon, sitting on the
nightstand.
A soft, metallic WHURR sound starts, and a small antenna
raises from the back of the Chinpoko Mon's head.
Cartman turns in his sleep.
CARTMAN
(Sleeping)
Must buy all the chinpoko mon...
When the antenna reaches full height, it starts to send a
signal out the window. We see this signal as a faint, thin
line of electricity.
EXT. CARTMAN'S HOUSE - NIGHT
The signal goes out the window and up into the skyEXT. ABOVE THE EARTH - NIGHT
-where it joins thousands of other signals.
Then as one large, thick signal, it finds a satellite.
It bounces off the satellite and travels back down to Earth,
toward Japan.
EXT. JAPANESE CAPITOL BUILDING - TOKYO - NIGHT
The huge, impressive Tokyo skyline. In the middle sits the
Japanese Government building. I don't remember what it looks
like, but figure it out, Adrian.
The signal comes down from the sky, and into a large
satellite dish on top of the building.
INT. JAPANESE CAPITOL BUILDING - TOKYO - NIGHT

A huge room filled with Japanese soldiers, politicians and
businessmen.
At the front of the room is an enormous monitor, a gigantic
screen that is split up into hundreds off small screens, each
with an image which that particular Chinpoko Mon doll is
transmitting.
At the head of the Japanese, stands HIROHITO, who looks
similar to the old WW2 leader.
HIROHITO
America ni, kodomo zembu ChinPoko Mon
motte iru... Kore kara, 'phase two'
hajimete... IKIMASHOO!
Suddenly, the soldiers all jump into position, and slam their
guns cocked.
HIROHITO (cont'd)
The time has come!! WE WILL TAKE PEARL
HARBOUR!!!!!
MUSIC STING!!!

ACT II
INT. STAN'S HOUSE
Stan's mother is sitting on the couch holding a remote
control. Some strange sounds emerge from the television.
Stan's father walks in, holding a cup of coffee.
STAN'S FATHER
What are you doing?
STAN'S MOTHER
I'm watching one of Stanley's Chinpoko
Mon tapes.
STAN'S FATHER
Why?
STAN'S MOTHER
Our son loves this show, Randy, so I
think its important that WE watch it to
see if its teaching him good moral
values.
Stan's father sits down on the couch next to Stan's mom.
ANGLE - TV

Our Ash-like kid is in a field looking at a Roos-TOR.
ASH
Hey! You must
bought one of
can transform
found diamond

be ROOS-TOR! I haven't
you yet, but I'll bet you
into Roo-STALLION if you
skill seven!

Ash picks Roos-tor up and holds him.
ROOSTOR
Roooo-STOR!!!
Suddenly, a skinny black dressed guy pops into frame, grabs
the ROOS-TOR out of Ash's hands and stuffs it in a bag.
SKINNY BLACK DRESSED GUY
HEY! I AM GOING TO TAKE YOUR ROOS-TOR AND
PUT IT IN THIS BAG WHERE IT WILL FLOURISH
OR EXPIRE DEPENDING ON FATE.
ASH
HEY! IS THAT A GOOD IDEA?
SKINNY BLACK DRESSED EVIL GUY
Roos-TORS aren't like Chew-chew nezumis
they haven't the heart for such endevors.
ASH
Oh?
Cut to Stan's mother and father, their mouths slightly open,
not understanding a WORD of what's being said.
STAN'S FATHER
Are those good moral values?
STAN'S MOTHER
I don't know what the HELL they're
talking about?!
EXT. STAN'S HOUSE - DAY
Passage of time.
INT. STAN'S HOUSE - DAY
As the videos continue, Stan's mother and father are still
sitting on the couch, but now they are leaned forward,
holding their heads in their hands. They are absolutely
perplexed by what they see.
Angle - Television
Ash and his chinpoko Mon are in a small Dojo where Lambtron
is fighting another Chinpoko Mon.

ASH
LAMBTRON! You are losing the battle of
your life!
NARRATOR
But LAMTRON's power level gives him good
chance of a new fight! Will he succeed?
ASH
I am sad now, because Lambtron must be
very lonely because there are so few
lambtrons in the world. Will he ever find
a companion?
STAN'S MOTHER
This doesn't make any sense! Are those
stupid things supposed to be animals or
robots or what?!
STAN'S FATHER
I don't know. But I suddenly kind of want
to own them all.
STAN'S MOTHER
Randy, we can't allow our son to watch
this stuff.
STAN'S FATHER
Well, it's not like its vulgar or
violent.
STAN'S MOTHER
No, but it's incredibly stupid, and that
can be worse on a child's mind than any
vulgarity or violence. Remember what
Battle of the Network Stars did to an
entire generation.
Dramatic MUSIC STING.
STAN'S FATHER
My God, you're right...
EXT. SOUTH PARK AVENUE - DAY
Cartman is standing on the sidewalk, holding a guitar. The
guitar case is lying open in front of him, waiting to receive
tips.
CARTMAN
(Singing)
Come on brothers and sisters
We've all got to join to together
Join together and give me money
So I can buy more Chinpoko Mon.
We've got to stop this fightin'.

Just then, Stan and Kenny walk up.
STAN
How's it going fat ass?
CARTMAN
I haven't made any money yet.
STAN
What?! You've been out here all weekend!
How are we gonna raise the money to get
into the Chinpoko Mon Camp?!
CARTMAN
AY! I'M the one who's been standing out
here with this gay guitar like a God
Damned Hippie all weekend! What have YOU
two assholes done?!
STAN
We can't do anything Kenny still hasn't
come out of his seizure.
Stan turns Kenny to camera and we see that his eyes are
fucked up.
KYLE
(Running in)
I GOT IT! I GOT MY CHINPOKO MON GAME
CONTROLLER!
The boys just stand there and stare at him for a long time.
Finally, they all start LAUGHING.
CARTMAN
Jesus tap dancing CHRIST! Get with the
program, Kyle.
STAN
Yeah, nobody plays the chinpoko Mon video
games anymore. Now it's all about the big
weekend Chinpoko Mon camp.
KYLE
Camp?
CARTMAN
The makers of Chinpoko Mon are going town
to town and putting on a special camp to
show all Chinpoko Masters how to destroy
the evil power.
STAN
You didn't know that?
KYLE

I knew it, I knew it!! I was just testing
you guys. You just wait 'til I get to
that Chinpoko Mon camp! I'm gonna bet the
toughest master of them all! So we'll see
you there, ay-eet?!
Kyle starts to walk off.
STAN
Dude, did you just say 'ay-eet'?
KYLE
Yeah... You know, like Lauren Hill, 'ay
eet'.
CARTMAN
Oh my god that's SO YESTERDAY!
STAN
Yeah, dude, nobody says 'ay-eet' anymore!
KYLE
WHAT?! Ay-eet's not cool either?! When
did that happen?!
CARTMAN
Like eight days ago!
KYLE
God DAMMIT!
Kyle walks off, furious.
INT. STAN'S HOUSE - NIGHT
Parents are gathered in Stan's living room. Kyle's parents,
Ms. Cartman, the McKormicks, and the Tweeks. They are all
watching television.
ANGLE TVA commercial for the CHINPOKO MON camp.
Lots of quick paced, annoying but colorful Chinpoko Mon
scenes, while a narrator's voice is heard.
NARRATOR
HEEEY KIDS!!! Only one more day til the
CHINPOKO MON CAMP!!! COME EARLY AND ENJOY
ALL THE CHINPOKO FUN!!!
SINGER
Chinpoko Mon camp! I have to buy a
ticket!! I have to buy one, a ticket. GOT
TO BUY BUY BUY!!!
NARRATOR

This Saturday and Sunday - YOU CAN'T WAIT
TO GO!!!
SINGER
CHINPOKO MON!
Click. Stan's dad turns off the tape. The parents all look
stunned.
STAN'S MOTHER
We just thought we'd bring it to
everyone's attention because honestly, we
don't know how to feel.
MRS. CARTMAN
Well, I'm letting Eric go to the camp. I
mean, it seems to me that this Chinpoko
Mon thing is just another harmless fad.
KYLE'S MOTHER
Yeah, we told Kyle he could go if he did
all his chores and he did.
STAN'S FATHER
I'm not sure this blatant commercialism
is good for our boys.
KYLE'S MOTHER
Well you know how it is, Randy. The more
we forbid them to play with Chinpoko
Mon's the more they're gonna love them.
STAN'S MOTHER
You're right, Sheila. I guess the best
thing we can do is just let them go until
they get sick of it.
KYLE'S MOTHER
Sure. Apparently they've been doing this
camps in every city around the country.
How bad can they be?
EXT. CHINPOKO MON CAMP - DAY
A huge stage is built in the middle of a nondescript
clearing. The stage is very grand, almost like something out
of The Last Emperor.
Hanging from the top of the stage are two huge, sideways
flags; a chinpoko Mon flag and a Japanese flag.
Children, hundreds of them, are eagerly awaiting Chinpoko
activity with their dolls.
The boys walk into the middle of the crowd.
CARTMAN

Get out the way! Move it!
STAN
Can you see anything?
Just then stage lights start flashing, and a huge image of a
chinpoko mon projects onto the back of the stage wall.
The kids start going crazy.
STAN
It's starting! It's starting!!!
The familiar Chinpoko song starts playing.
SONG (V.O.)
I've got to buy it!
I've got to buy it!
Chinpoko Mon!!
The kids all go crazy. Finally, the lights settle on Mr. Ose,
who walks to the center of the stage and walks up to the
microphone.
MR. OSE
Attention! Attention!
All the children quiet down.
MR. OSE
This is Chinpoko Mon camp!
KIDS
CHINPOKO MON IS WHAT WE STRIVE TO BE IN
OUR HEARTS!!
KYLE
(late)
...our hearts...
Kyle notices that Kenny is still catatonic. He reaches over
and pushes his shoulder.
KYLE
Kenny?
MR. OSE
What is the primary main objective?
KIDS
TO DESTROY THE EVIL POWER!!!
KYLE
(late again)
...power...
The boys roll their eyes at Kyle.

MR. OSE
Yes and what IS the EVIL POWER!?
The kids all look around, nobody knows.
MR. OSE
The evil power IS -- THE UNITED STATES
GOVERNMENT!!!!
The kids don't seem to understand.
CARTMAN
Ohh...
MR. OSE
UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT IS THE EVIL
POWER!!!! IT HAS TAKEN JAPANESE
MILITARY!!! IT HAS BROKEN JAPANESE
SPIRIT!!! AND WHAT DO CHINPOKO MASTERS DO
TO EVIL POWER?!
KIDS
DESTROY IT!!!
KYLE
...destroy it.
MR. OSE
That is CORRECT! Now, it is a great honor
to present your Chinpoko Leader - EMPEROR
HIROHITO!!
Ose claps his hands violently as he makes room for Hirohito,
who is now dressed in full ROYAL military garb.
The microphone FEEDS BACK slightly as the kids all stand
there, confused.
HIROHITO
One government cannot forever pass its
laws on others. The strength of Japan is
in its history, and it is based on that
history that we shall again rise to the
dominant world power!!!
The kids all just stare. Ose, still standing next to
Hirohito, claps his hands again enthusiastically.
CARTMAN
Is this cool or not? I can't tell.
HIROHITO (cont'd)
It is again time for the rising sun to
sit tall in the sky! ONE JAPAN! ONE
SOCIETY!!!!!

Again Ose claps enthusiastically. Hirohito gallantly marches
off stage.
MR. OSE
We will begin with language and exercise
skills! HAJIMETE!!
Two Japanese Men run out onto the stage dressed in Japanese
workout clothes and headbands.
They immediately start doing knee bends.
JAPANESE MEN
ICHI! NI! SAN! SHI!
ICHI! NI! SAN! SHI!
The children slowly all start following suit.
KIDS
ICHI! NI! SAN! SHI!
ICHI! NI! SAN! SHI!
EXT. SCHOOL - DAY
Establishing.
INT. CLASSROOM - DAY
The kids are all in their chairs, each with a chinpoko Mon
doll at their desk.
They are all TALKING loudly.
MR. GARRISON
Okay, children, I want it QUIET!!!
The kids finally quiet down.
MR. GARRISON (cont'd)
Now we are going to try this AGAIN until
we get it RIGHT!
Garrison walks over to the chalkboard where '6x3=' is already
written.
MR. GARRISON (cont'd)
What is six times three?
Stan raises his hand.
STAN
Ju-hachi desu ka?
KIDS
Ju-hachi da ne!!!
MR. GARRISON

NO! GODDAMMIT, IT'S EIGHTEEN!!!
KYLE
Ju-hachi IS eighteen, Garrison San.
MR. GARRISON
FOR THE LAST TIME MY NAME IS NOT GARRISON
SAN, ALRIGHT?! AND THIS(Raising his hand)
-IS NOT 'HAT-SAN' AND YOU ALL BETTER
START TALKING IN MANNER THAT I CAN
UNDERSTAND!!!!!
CARTMAN
Ooh, Garrison San sabushii da na...
MR. GARRISON
WHAT DID HE SAY?!
STAN
He said 'Garrison San sabushii da na'.
KIDS
SO DESU NE!!!
MR. GARRISON
DAMMIT THIS IS NOT JAPAN!!!
Mr. Mackey walks into frame.
CARTMAN
MINASAN! KITE KITE CHURICartman farts.
KIDS
(Laugh)
WENDY
Dare ga PU shita no?
MR. GARRISON
(Running out)
AAAGGHGH!!!!!
INT. MAYOR'S OFFICE - DAY
Mr. Garrison and several other townspeople are standing in
front of the Mayor who sits at her desk.
Hirohito and Ose are there too. Everyone is AD LIB SHOUTING,
until the Mayor finally quiets them down.
MAYOR
People, please! We can only speak one at
a time! Now, Mr. Garrison, you were
saying?

MR. GARRISON
I can't take it, Mayor! You have to put
an end to this Chinpoko Camp!
STAN'S MOTHER
My son hasn't made any sense in DAYS!
PRIEST MAXI
I tell you mayor, these Japanese are
trying to change our American children
somehow.
MAYOR
Alright, people, Mr. Hirohito and Mr. Ose
were nice enough to stop by to talk to
you. Gentlemen?
Everyone again erupts into AD LIB SHOUTS at the two Japanese
men.
HIROHITO
We at Japan Toy Company are very
concerned about your concerns, that is
why we make Chinpoko Mon camp.
STAN'S FATHER
How is it good?! We don't understand what
the point of your product is!
Everyone starts shouting again.
HIROHITO
There is nothing to worry about. We at
Japan Toy Company are in awe of your
large penis.
MR. GARRISON
What?
HIROHITO
You see, Japanese penis so small.
MR. OSE
So small!
HIROHITO
You Americans have such humongous, bulbus
penis.
The men all think.
MR. GARRISON
Well, I guess that's true...
MR. OSE
Oh, such nice big penis, Americans!

The men all smile.
HIROHITO
What can we possibly do with such small
penis? We cannot take over your city,
filled with men of such mastodonic penis.
JIMBO
He's got a point there.
STAN'S FATHER
Well, I guess that settles that.
PRIEST MAXI
We're sorry we took your time, gentlemen.
HIROHITO
(Walking out, bowing)
Oh no, thank you. Another chance to be in
same room with big American penis.
MR. OSE
My penis so small!
The Japanese bow again and walk out the door, closing it
behind them.
PRIEST MAXI
Nice guys.
INT. OUTSIDE OF MAYOR'S OFFICE - HALLWAY
Hirohito and Ose walk away from the Mayor's door. Their
demenor suddenly changes. Their smiles drop.
The MUSIC becomes evil.
HIROHITO
Jikan ga migikai. Sono hito wa sugu ni
(plan) o wakaru...
TITLE: 'Time is short. Those people will discover our plan
soon'.
HIROHITO
Hayai ni owarimasanakeraba narimasen.
TITLE: 'We must finish quickly'.
The two men walk out.
INT. MAYOR'S OFFICE - DAY
Everyone is still standing around the Mayor's desk.
STAN'S MOTHER

So what are we going to do about our
children?
The men say nothing.
STAN'S MOTHER (cont'd)
Uh, hello?!
MAYOR
Okay, people, there's no need to panic. I
know this Chimpooko Man fad is causing a
lot of problems, but I think we have
already found a solution.
MRS. CARTMAN
You have?
MAYOR
It's very simple. Children are fickle.
All we have to do is come up with a new
fad. We find the next toy and turn them
all onto it as soon as possible.
STAN'S MOTHER
Of course! That's a great idea!
KYLE'S MOTHER
But what toy?
INT. TEST MARKETING ROOM - DAY
Our four boys and Butters sit on a large leather couch in a
white-walled room. A television monitor is in front of them.
Standing at each side of the television, are two test
marketers with lab coats and clipboards.
TEST MARKETER
Alright, boys, we're going to show you a
couple of commercials, and you tell us
which toy interests you the most. Watch
carefully.
The Test Marketer hits play on a VCR.
ANGLE - TELEVISION
VOICE OVER
HEY KIDS! DO YOU LIKE CHINPOKO MON?
KIDS
YEAH!
VOICE OVER
Well then you're gonna go WILD for WILD
WACKY ACTION BIKE!!
Cut to a kid on a small tricycle that looks impossible to

drive. It has awkward wheels, only one handlebar, and drags
balls and chains behind it. You steer it with one leg, and
then one arm reached behind your head.
SONG
WILD WACKY ACTION BIKE!
IT'S A BIKE THAT'S HARD TO RIDE!!
The kid on the bike doesn't look like he's having fun at all.
He just can't get this bike to go anywhere.
VOICE OVER
Wild Wacky Action bike is almost
impossible to steer! And it glows in the
dark!
Lights go off, and the awkward bike glows green.
SONG
I'M GONNA TRY TO RIDE IT ALL DAY LONG
BUT I'M GONNA FAIL, BECAUSE ITS WILD
WACKY ACTION BIKE!!
The kid on the bike looks miserable. He's crying. Finally, he
gets the bike to move - it coasts down a hill, then spins out
of control and rams into a truck.
SONG
YOU CAN'T RIDE IT! YOU CAN'T RIDE IT!
WILD WACKY ACTION BIKE!!!
VOICE OVER
WILD WACKY ACTION BIKE COMES WITH
EVERYTHING YOU SEE HERE.
INT. TEST MARKETING ROOM - DAY
The test marketers stand there, absolutely frozen, with their
eyes wide and fixed on the boys, and their pen holding hands
waiting to write on their clipboards...
The boys sit there...
The test marketers wait... pens ready...
Finally, Cartman breaks the silence.
CARTMAN
Gay.
STAN
Yeah, dude, that looks totally gay.
TEST MARKETER
Oh...
The Test Marketer writes 'GAY' on his clipboard.

TEST MARKETER (cont'd)
Okay, here's the next one.
ANGLE - TELEVISION
A Chinpoko Doll appears.
VOICE OVER
HEY KIDS! DO YOU LIKE CHINPOKO MON?!
BOYS
YEAH!
VOICE OVER
Then you're gonna LOVE Alabama Man!
SONG
Alabama Man!
He's quick he's strong he's active!
VOICE OVER
You can take Alabama Man to the bowling
alley where he drinks heavily and chews
tobacco.
KID 1
Wow, he can bowl.
SONG
He can bowl! He can drink!
He can drink some more! Alabama Man!
VOICE OVER
And when wife asks where he's been, just
use the action button, and Alabama Man
busts her lip open.
KID 1
Shut up, bitch!
KID 2
Wow.
The doll open hands the wife doll, who falls down.
SONG
He beats up his wife and sleeps it off
Alabama MAN!!
KIDS
I want to be just like Alabama Man!
VOICE OVER
Alabama man comes with everything you see
here, wife sold separately.

KID 2
I thought I told you to shut up!
VOICE OVER
*Not all people from Alabama are wife
beaters.
INT. TEST MARKETING ROOM - DAY
Again, the marketers stand silently, poised with their pens,
waiting the boys' response.
CARTMAN
Gay.
STAN
Totally gay.
CARTMAN
Liberache Gay.
The marketers again write 'Gay' on their clipboards.
TEST MARKETER
Oh dear... Well, let's keep trying. How
about this?
The test marketer hits 'play' and we Cut to commercials
ACT III
EXT. SOUTH PARK AVENUE - DAY
The hundreds of children from the Chinpoko Camp march down
the street in neat rows, all wearing little beige uniforms
with red scarves. A few children carry large chinpoko flags,
others carry a huge portrait of Hirohito. (For reference The Last Emperor has a scene like this toward the end, where
the communist teens are marching through the street.)
A bunch of parents and townspeople along the sides of the
street, watching in awe as the army marches along to Mr.
Ose's barksMR. OSE
Owa-tta!
KIDS
Bei-ko-ku!
MR. OSE
Owa-tta!
KIDS
Bei-koku!

MR. OSE
Owa-tta!
KIDS
Bei-koku! Nihon ima haji-maru!
The parents look dumbfounded as their kids march by
gallantly.
Stan's mother spots her son, and runs up next to him, holding
a train set in a box. Stan just keeps marching, face forward
along with the other kids.
STAN'S MOTHER
Stan? Stan? It's mommy!
MR. OSE
Owa-tta!
KIDS
Bei-ko-ku!
STAN'S MOTHER
Stanley, you need to come home right now,
mommy misses you!
MR. OSE
Owa-tta!
KIDS
Bei-ko-ku!
STAN'S MOTHER
Stanley, I'm talking to you!!!
Stan's mother grabs her son by the arm, stopping him.
KIDS
HOH?!
Instantly, all the other kids stop and gather around Stan,
quickly standing between him and his mother.
Stan's mother looks terrified as she gazes into the stern and
serious faces of the children, who look ready to pounce on
her any second.
STAN'S MOTHER (cont'd)
Stan... Please, come home!
STAN
KORE WA WATASHI NO UCHI DESU!!!
KIDS
SO DESU NE!!!

Mr. Ose steps forward.
MR. OSE
Do not worry everything is okay.
STAN'S MOTHER
NO, IT'S NOT OKAY!
MR. OSE
Oh, but you have such a large penis!
STAN'S MOTHER
WHAT?!
MR. OSE
YOUR PENIS, WOW!
Hirohito walks up and smacks Ose over the head.
HIROHITO
What he means is that all MEN in this
town have very large penis.
The men all smile again.
STAN'S MOTHER
Can't you see what's happening?! They're
just using that talk to distract you!! He
doesn't REALLY have a small penis!!!
HIROHITO
(ordering)
Mesinihi!
From the back view, Ose drops his pants. Everyone stares for
a few seconds.
STAN'S MOTHER (cont'd)
Oh...
Ose pulls his pants back up and starts the march again.
MR. OSE
Owa-tta!
KIDS
(Marching again)
Bei-ko-ku!
MR. OSE
Owa-tta!
KIDS
Bei-ko-ku!
Stan's mother walks back to the other parents, all of whom
are wide eyed and open mouthed.

KYLE'S FATHER
My God... Is there nothing we can do?!
Suddenly, Stan's mother gets a look.
STAN' MOTHER
Wait a minute... Wait a minute, I think I
know the answer! I know how to get our
kids to stop liking Chinpoko Mon!
KYLE'S MOTHER
How?!
STAN'S MOTHER
Come on! We don't have much time!!
EXT. WHITE HOUSE - DAY
NARRATOR (V.O.)
And now for a special announcement from
the President of The United States.
INT. OVAL OFFICE - DAY
Clinton sits at his desk in the oval office with this hands
folded in front of him.
CLINTON
My fellow Americans, I wish to address
the concerns many of us have over the
growing number of Japanese Military bases
forming in the United States. The new
Japanese emperor, Hirohito, has made our
own children into fighter pilots, who
will soon fly to Hawaii and attack Pearl
Harbor. I spoke with Mr. Hirohito this
morning and he assured me, that I have a
very large penis. He said it was mammoth,
dinosauric, and, absolutely dwarfed his
penis, which he assured me was nearly
microscopic in size. My penis, he said,
was most likely one of the biggest on the
planet.
(Pause)
I applaud Mr. Hirohito in his honesty.
Thank you.
EXT. CHINPOKO MON CAMP
Dozens of F-15's are ready to launch their attack on Pearl
Harbour. Kids are getting into the planes.
All the kids are there, except for Kyle.
MR. OSE
Your plane will fly auto-pilot to Pearl

Harbor! When you arrive you will drop
many bombs!
KIDS
HAI, SACHOO SAN!
The boys make their way to the planes.
But suddenly, all the parents walk up with big smiles holding
Chinpoko dolls.
STAN
Nan da Kore?
STAN'S FATHER
Chinpoko ga dai suki yo!
CARTMAN
What?
STAN'S FATHER
We just came to support you! We love
Chinpoko Mon too! It's super toy number
one!!!
STAN
YOU like it?
MR. GARRISON
You bet! I think Chinpoko Mon is
Chinpokorrific! I got Shoe!
The boys look bummed. Stan looks at his Chinpoko Mon sadly.
CARTMAN'S MOTHER
Come on, Eric! Let's try to battle your
Roo-STOR with my Donkeytron!
CARTMAN
Uh... No, that's okay mom...
Hirohito, standing next to Ose, looks Horrified.
HIROHITO
What are they doing?!
MR. OSE
It's a trick!
STAN'S FATHER
Hey Stan, look at my new bumper sticker!
Stan's dad bends down to his car's bumper. On the bumper is a
sticker that reads 'My kid is a CHINPOKO KID!!' Stan's dad
gives a thumbs up and big smile.
STAN'S FATHER (cont'd)

Isn't that cool?!
STAN
No.
The parents all hold up their Chinpoko Dolls and shout.
STAN
(Tossing his Chinpoko aside)
Screw this, dude.
CARTMAN
Where are you going, Stan?
STAN
I dunno. Chinpoko Mon just doesn't seem
that cool anymore. I'm gonna go kill some
ants or something.
CARTMAN
Wait for me. I wanna get out of these
stupid clothes.
KIDS
Me too! Me too! etc.
The parents smile happily as all the kids abandon their
planes and walk away.
TOWNSPEOPLE
(Cheer)
HIROHITO
Nooooo!
STAN'S FATHER
Well, you were right Sharon. The best way
to make our kids not like something is to
like it ourselves.
STAN'S MOTHER
That's right! Anything we like is
instantly not cool! We know how to take
'em out, Mr. Garrison. Spread the word.
Get on the wire to every parent around
the country, and tell 'em how to bring
those sons a bitches down!
Everyone cheers. Garrison starts sending Morse code at a
desk.
STAN
Hey, mom, I'm sorry I went a little nutty
with that Chinpoko Mon stuff. Can I have
five dollars to buy a football?
STAN'S MOTHER

You bet, Stanley!
But suddenly, there is a roar of an engine and Kyle rolls in
on an F-15.
KYLE
OWATTA, BEIKOKU!!!
KYLE'S MOTHER
Kyle, it's over.
KYLE
But I'M gonna be ROYAL CROWN CHINPOKO
MASTER!!!
STAN
Dude, Chinpoko Mon isn't cool anymore.
KYLE
WHAT?!
CARTMAN
Yeah, dude, that's WAY over.
KYLE
You're just jealous that I'm CHINPOKO
MASTER!!!
STAN
No, Kyle. You see, we learned something
today... This whole Chinpoko Mon thing
happened because we all followed the
group. We only liked Chinpoko Mon because
everyone else did, and look at the damage
it caused.
KYLE
So now I should STOP liking Chinpoko Mon
because YOU all don't?
STAN
Yeah.
KYLE
But If I stop now, I'd just be going with
the group again. So to be an individual,
I have to bomb Pearl Harbor, see ya.
The plane starts taking off again.
STAN
Oh... Wait!... Actually, I was wrong. You
see, Kyle, I learned something... just
now... It IS good to go with the group. A
group mentality is healthy sometimes.
Kyle thinks for a while.

KYLE
Oh screw it, I'm too confused.
Kyle hops down out of the plane.
STAN'S FATHER
Oh, I'm sure glad this is all over!
Suddenly, Cartman notices that a couple of rats are crawling
around on Kenny's body (which is still upright)
CARTMAN
AY! GET OFF OF HIM! HE'S NOT DEAD YET!
The rats run away.
EXT. BUSSTOP - DAY
The four boys are standing at the busstop. A couple rats are
crawling on Kenny's body.
CARTMAN
NO! Get off of him you stupid rats! He's
not dead yet!
The rats run off.
STAN
Hey, you guys wanna go to the toy store
after school and get some Spaceman Greg
cards?
KYLE
Naw, I think I'm through with fads for a
while.
CARTMAN
Me too. I'm choosing my own toys from now
on cause...
Cartman stops because Kenny is shivering and convulsing next
to him. Finally, Kenny convulses and drops to the ground
sideways.
STAN
What theKenny shivers for a few seconds, then suddenly, his jacket
bursts open and out craw dozens of rats. They've eaten Kenny
form the inside out.
CARTMAN
Oh HO!!! Gross!!!
STAN AND KYLE
(Laugh)

